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Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)

A
L
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Conventional Cytogenetics:  BM

direct/24h cultivation (childhood)  
24h/48h cultivation (adults)

at least 20 metaphases

I- FISH:

Report according to ISCN

aberrant karyotype

targeted FISH or  other 
molecular  cytogenetic

techniques
(mFISH/mBAND, array CGH)

B-ALL:

„triple test“

ETV6/RUNX1 
MLL

t(9;22) BCR-ABL1

or

T-ALL:

TCR genes
TCRαδ (14q11), TCRβ (7q34), TCRγ (7p14)TP16 (9p21)

ABL1 (9q34)





Points to ponder

 Genetics - general overview

 Cytogenetics peculiarities

 Hematology cases







Karyotype

Spectral karytotypeFISH

NGS





• Karyotyping

• FISH

• Microarray

Cytogenetics

• PCR

• Sequencing
Molecular 
Genetics



 People have predicted the demise of ‘classical cytogenetics’ each time a 

new technology became available.

 We may change the way we look at the chromosomes, but the questions 

remain the same.



I-FISH WCP- FISH

Methods

Conventional cytogenetic  
analysis

Array CGHCGHmFISH mBAND



Karyotyping – Study of chromosomes

 The dividing cell!

 Cell cycle time

 Catch them in the act!





Chromosomes – G banding



Chromosomal banding:



ISCN







FISH-brings colours to the grey world of 

cytogenetics



Probes for specific chromosomal  structures:

of the

-satellite DNA - centromeres

Determination of numerical aberrations, identification
origin of cenromeres in marker-chromosomes, specification of cells after

bone marrow transplantation (opposite sex of donor and recipient)

metaphase x interphase



Locus specific DNA probes:

Mapping of genes on chromosomes, detection of structural  
rearrangements (translocations, deletions)

interphasemetaphase



Dual color dual fusion(DC DF)

Examples : t(9;22),t(15;17),t(8;21)





Break-apart probe

Examples: MLL, IGH, FGFR3, MYC PDGFRA



Chromosome painting probes:
They contain sequences from whole chromosomes or chromosomal  parts 
(partial probes)

Determination of structural rearrangements (translocations and
deletions of large extent), identification of origin of marker-
chromosomes

Metaphase only



Multicolor FISH - mFISH
analyses of complex chromosomal rearrangements in bone marrow cells of

patients with hematological malignancies brings detailed informations about

involvement of specific chromosomes or their regions into rearrangements





Cytogenetics peculiarities

 Pre-analytical variables : 1) Sterile precautions-vacutainers

2) Live cells: Rapid transit at room temperature



marker chromosome?



Cytogenetics pecularities

 Pre-analytical variables : 1) Sterile precautions

2) Live cells: Rapid transit at room temperature

 Dividing cells

Peripheral blood sample with 40% blasts - good enough for culture?



Cytogenetics pecularities

 Pre-analytical variables : 1) Sterile precautions

2)  Rapid transit at room temperature

 Dividing cells

 To get the chromosomes out from the cell onto the microscope stage  in a  

most analyzable form –skill based 



Morphology



Cytogenetics pecularities

 Pre-analytical variables : 1) Sterile precautions

2)  Rapid transit at room temperature

 Dividing cells

 To get the chromosomes out from the cell onto the microscope stage  in a  

most analyzable form

 Type of cultures to be set: Myeloma, CLL - B cell enrichment

AML,ALL,MDS –unstimulated

Ideally, the call should be taken according to the morphology and/or flow 

cytometry, but is seldom the case. It helps to know some morphology!



Cytogenetics pecularities

 Pre-analytical variables : 1) Sterile precautions

2)  Rapid transit at room temperature

 Dividing cells

 To get the chromosomes out from the cell onto the microscope stage  in a  
most analyzable form

 Type of cultures to be set: Myeloma, CLL - B cell enrichment

AML,ALL,MDS –unstimulated

 Ideally, the call should be taken according to the morphology and/or flow 
cytometry, but is seldom the case. It helps to know some morphology!

 Culture Failure



Culture failure

 Incorrect sample- PB?

 Acute leukemia- too high counts

 MDS/Pancytopenia – too low counts

 contamination, clotted, long transit time, improper transit temperature.



Normal karyotype

 cryptic or sub-microscopic abnormality ,below the resolution of 

karyotype(<3-5mb)

 non-proliferative abnormality –small non-competing clone

 Sample: incorrect or clotted or contaminated

 poor processing –morphology or screening or analysis



Karyotype in Hematological disorders.

 Karyotyping and molecular studies are most advanced.

 Short cell-cycle time, faster processing.



Case 1: 58 year old lady with anaemia

 Nutritional deficiency correction

 Persistent anaemia

 Morphology: bilineage dysplasia

 Adv:  MDS panel : KT

-5/5q

-7/7q

del 20q

+8



FISH panel negative for all four markers.

-7/7q

-5/5q

CEP 8

Del 20q



IPSS-R cytogenetic scoring system in MDS  

based on karyotypic abnormalities.



Role of Cytogenetics

1. Cytogenetics is a diagnostic tool as well as basis for risk-stratification.



Case 2 : 38 year old lady with 

bicytopenia

 Morphology: Myelodysplastic syndrome, blasts – 4%



MDS or AML?46,XX,t(8;21)(q22;q22)[1]/46,XX[19]

FISH positive in 3% of cells

Case 2: MDS panel – 5q/-7q/-20q/+8 : 
Negative



1. Cytogenetics is a diagnostic tool as well as basis of risk-stratification.

2. Cytogenetics is supplemented by molecular tests for optimum risk-

stratification

3. Karyotype is a pointer to a forthcoming transformation, well assisted by FISH

Role of Cytogenetics



Complex karyotype in hematological 

malignancies

 Complex in analysis

 Complex in interpretation

 Complex in behavior.









1. Cytogenetics is a diagnostic tool as well as basis of risk-stratification.

2. Cytogenetics is supplemented by molecular tests for optimum risk-

stratification

3. Karyotype is a pointer to a forthcoming transformation, well assisted by FISH.

4. Complex karyotype reflects genomic instability.

Role of Cytogenetics



Dividing cells?



Myeloma

 Karyotype: B cell enrichment using DSP30+IL2

 FISH panel : IGH –BA , del(17p),del(1p)/gain(1q)



 Though entire cytogenetic prognostication is based on FISH –detected 

abnormalities, except del 13q, it concludes that the identification of same 

abnormalities on a karyotype behaves adversely due to its presence in 

proliferative cells.





1. Cytogenetics is a diagnostic tool as well as basis of risk-stratification.

2. Cytogenetics is supplemented by molecular tests for optimum risk-

stratification

3. Karyotype is a pointer to a forthcoming transformation, well assisted by FISH.

4. Complex karyotype reflects genomic instability.

5. Abnormal karyotype reflects the high proliferative index of the tumour.

Role of Cytogenetics



Clonal evolution



CHIP as a precursor state for hematological neoplasms. 

David P. Steensma et al. Blood 2015;126:9-16



CHIP as a precursor state for hematological neoplasms. 

David P. Steensma et al. Blood 2015;126:9-16



46,XX 46,XX,+8

46,XX,+8/ 46,idem,del(9q)/46,idem,del(9q),t(9;22)

del(9q)

+8

del(9q)

t(9;22)

46,XX,+8,t(9;22)/46,XX,+8,del(9q)

46,XX,+8,del(9q),t(9;22),i(17)(q10)

i(17)(q10

t(9;22)





 In CML, appearance of additional cytogenetic abnormalities suggests 

clonal evolution and may even predict a forthcoming blast crisis.

 Kinase domain mutations leading to Imatinib resistance



1. Cytogenetics is a diagnostic tool as well as basis of risk-stratification.

2. Cytogenetics is supplemented by molecular tests for optimum risk-stratification

3. Karyotype is a pointer to a forthcoming transformation, well assisted by FISH.

4. Complex karyotype reflects genomic instability.

5. Abnormal karyotype reflects the high proliferative index of the tumour.

6. Karyotyping can reveal clonal evolution : guides the way.

Role of Cytogenetics



Clonality





1. Cytogenetics is a diagnostic tool as well as basis of risk-stratification.

2. Cytogenetics is supplemented by molecular tests for optimum risk-stratification

3. Karyotype is a pointer to a forthcoming transformation, well assisted by FISH.

4. Complex karyotype reflects genomic instability.

5. Abnormal karyotype reflects the high proliferative index of the tumour.

6. Karyotyping can reveal clonal evolution : guides the way.

7. Cytogenetics may be a simple, cost- effective way to establish clonality.

Role of Cytogenetics







We @ Helix



Special services 

 Deferred processing

ITP, PNH, Aplastic anaemia

 Acute leukemia transport tubes- in the process of patenting.

‘Rescued’ 20 cases of acute leukemias especially ALL.

 Multiple myeloma

CD138-positive selection for FISH

B-cell enrichment with CPG oligonucleotides and IL2 for karyotype.

 Scientifically designed panels

ALL- sequential processing



Reporting Guidelines

 MDS : IPSS-R

 AML : ELN

 ALL: BFM/UKMRC ALL

 Multiple myeloma: IMWG 

 MPN, CLL: NCCN




